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Utilising a multiscale base maps to 

provide thematic data in several LoD
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Linked Geodata and RDF

RDF – Resource Description Framework

Linked geodata

• All data are stored as triples: a subject, a predicate and an object, e.g.:

lake_idi2 hasGeometry Geometry (e.g. stored as OGC WKT)

• Structure of triples are defined in ontologies e.g.:

Geometry ontology and Spatial Relations Ontology

• Geodata where you stored explicit links to model relationships 

between features. Data often stored in RDF. 



Base maps distributed as linked data 



Base maps distributed as linked data 



Proposed methodology



Step 1: Identification of correspondences

Data matching: conducted 

once.

Resulting in that a thematic 

feature could be linked to parts 

of geometry of several features 

on the base maps.



Step 2 and 3: Conversion to RDF 

As to the conversion of original geographic data
For this we plan to use the RDFLib (https://github.com/RDFLib). The RDF 

statements are then added to a RDF triple store (most likely Sesame, see 

http://rdf4j.org/).

http://rdf4j.org/


RDF triples 

(created in step 2 and 3)
…… 

<!--Geometric information of features on base map under several scales--> 

lane_idi1        hasGeometry_50k           <coordinates> 

lane_idi1        hasGeometry_100k         <coordinates> 

lane_idi1        hasGeometry_200k         <coordinates> 

…… 

lake_idi2        hasGeometry_50k            <coordinates> 

lake_idi2        hasGeometry_100k          <coordinates> 

lake_idi2        hasGeometry_500k          <coordinates> 

…… 

<!—Representing a part of the thematic feature using the combination of parts from base map features --> 

thematicFeature_idi3                  hasComponent        subThematicFeature_idi3_1 

subThematicFeature_idi3_1        isPartOf                  lane_idi1 

subThematicFeature_idi3_1        startsAt                   <coordinate_of_one_point> 

subThematicFeature_idi3_1        endsAt                     <coordinate_of_one_point> 

thematicFeature_idi3                  hasComponent         subThematicFeature_idi3_2 

subThematicFeature_idi3_2        isPartOf                   thematicFeature_idi3 

subThematicFeature_idi3_2        startsAt                     <coordinate_of_one_point> 

subThematicFeature_idi3_2        endsAt                      <coordinate_of_one_point> 

…… 



Step 4: Data retrieval and visualisation 

• The visual geometry of the thematic features is constructed by a

combination of the parts of the counterparts on the base maps, and

parts remained from the thematic data.

• Data retrieval: querying the triple store using SPARQL

• The manipulation and visualization: ESRI Python programming

interface ArcPy.



Concluding remarks

It is:

• A way to represent geographic thematic features

• A way to put the thematic data into a multi-scale world

Advantages:

• Lifting the visual performance in cartographic mashups

• As a result, the data are lifted to the Semantic Web infrastructure

which can benefit further integration

Disadvantages:

• Perhaps quite time-consuming during both the pre-process and

real-time process

• Defining proper ontologies would be tricky.



Thank you for your attention!


